Use of reverse transcription and PCR to discriminate between infectious and non-infectious hepatitis A virus.
Hepatitis A virus (HAV) is a major cause of infectious hepatitis worldwide. Detection of HAV in contaminated food or water is a priority research area in laboratories worldwide. Our laboratory has reported previously the development of reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) based detection and typing methods for HAV in contaminated shellfish and produce. It is commonly held that RT-PCR can detect viral genome, but cannot distinguish between infectious and inactivated virus. Therefore, signals obtained after PCR should be considered as false positives unless it can be shown that the sample contains virus capable of infecting a suitable host cell line in culture. We present data to show that this general assumption is not valid. Evidence is provided that demonstrate that signals generated after RT-PCR amplification of viral genome correlated well with the presence of infectious virus in the sample. Viral samples inactivated by heat or UV treatment produced significantly lower signal strength that paralleled infectivity of the sample in cultured cells. The loss of signal strength is most likely the result of damage to the viral RNA that renders it unsuitable for RT-PCR. The correlation between PCR signal and infectivity was better following UV inactivation than heat treatment. The procedure may be adapted to other viruses and inactivating agents.